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Introduction
We describe a novel approach to developing a gesture recognition system that accommodates the adaptability and low training requirements of interactive
educational simulation environments. Hidden Markov Models allow us to make robust representations of learners’ movement in real time, and adapt to
their personal style of enacting simulation operations. The context is a project in which gesture-controlled simulations are being built to facilitate the use
of crosscutting concepts (e.g., scale and magnitude) to engage with science topics.

Scale Interview Protocols
In an effort to understand how students make
sense of crosscutting science concepts, we had
students to look at a variety of computer
simulations that involved scaling such as a
bacterial growth, acidity, and earthquakes, all of
which use non-linear scales. In these interview
sessions we asked a number of questions such
as “How might you control this simulation to
double the present population?” or “What is a
gesture you could use to increase a 3.0
earthquake to a 4.0?” These types of questions
encouraged them to construct an assortment of gestures that might allow them to not only control certain aspects of a simulation, but also interact with
critical concepts. An application that utilizes Microsoft’s Kinect v2 motion sensor was then designed and developed in-house so that we could capture
these gestures during each interview. This allowed us to begin developing a gestural database that serves to control the flexible systems and simulations.

Processing Kinect Data to Build Gesture Recognition Model
Pictured to the left is the KinectV2 utility application developed for
data collection. The application can capture high-definition digital
video, depth map data, and infrared displays, and captures a
skeleton of 27 extrapolated joints. We analyze this skeleton to get
kinematic features from the user such as:
• Positional coordinates
• Derivatives of position (i.e. velocity, acceleration, jerk)
• Comparative Measures (i.e. dot product, cross product)
• Combinatorial Temporalities (i.e. multiple timeframe windows)
• Statistical Perspectives (i.e. mean, variance)

Gesture Recognition
In order to recognize gesture from the linear kinematics
gathered from the Microsoft Kinect, we needed to explore
machine-learning models capable of recognizing temporal
sequences. For this, we looked at two derivatives of the
Hidden Markov Model (HMM): parametric (PHMM) and
hierarchical (HHMM). The HMM, PHMM, HHMM models
are shown in that respective order to the right in three
timesteps (t) showing inputs (I), hidden states (H), resulting
observations (O), and global parameters (Θ). For HHMMs,
each hidden state can be a production state (p), resulting
directly in an observation, or an internal state (i).

Simulation Applications

The culmination of our work is realized in several different simulation applications, including manipulating a virtual line culture using hand features and
expressing exponential growth graphically in tandem with gestures. This has provided insight into kinematic features through digital joint painting and
contextualizing movement in different educational domains (i.e. earthquake magnitude, bacteria growth, and hydroxide ion concentration). Our future work
will look to build on these utilities, attempting to enable transference of core concepts across educational domains through embodiment.
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